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Introduction 

Children’s development in art can be considered by using Freud’s views on socialisation. 
These views are useful in explaining socialisation, representation and the social 
representation of desire, which, it is argued, are connected to the children’s development in 
art. This paper characterises developmental reasoning in the visual arts in terms of Freud’s 
concept of socialisation. In this paper children’s development in art will be considered as the 
development of children’s artistic cognition. In addition, in order to build an explanation of 
children’s development in art the processes of representation and qualities of mental and 
physical representations connected to the visual arts will be referred to. 

  

Freud’s theory of socialisation and the super-ego 

Freud’s theory of socialisation is a metarepresentation about socialisation in so far as it 
explains the nature and relationships of the ego, the id and the super-ego. The ego, id and 
super-ego are entities or representations. They are parts of a theoretical structure of mind 
explaining mental operations. The nature of the three entities and their interaction explain 
ways of engaging in the world. The three entities and their interactions set out the 
relationships that exist between the mental and the physical or the associations that exist 
between mind and body. Freud’s theory of socialisation models the crucial connection 
between mental activity and bodily drives that is often omitted from the explanation of artistic 
cognition. 

  

(a) The ego 

In Freud’s theory of socialisation the ego serves three demands – the external world, the 
super-ego and the id. The ego explains the external world to the id through the super-ego. 

This explanation connects mind and the external physical world and involves the ego in 
uncritically referring to the external world through phases of a representational process. The 
ego frequently updates models of reality. The ego takes information from the external world 
and stores, transforms and distorts it. It meshes received information with expectations and 
desires, making sets of possible worlds that reflect existent and nonexistent states of affairs. 



The ego makes links between sets of possible worlds and the individual (Perner, 1991, p. 
32, p. 106, p. 281). The ego coherently organises mental processes and mental activity. 
Perception and consciousness shape the nature of the ego and batches of information that 
specify or mis-specify about single and multiple models of a here and now world that is 
believed to be a particular way and is believed to be reality. The ego is the main channel 
through which the world is known. The ego screens the external world for the id and the 
super-ego. 

(b) The id 

In Freud’s theory of socialisation the id is a mental province similar to the ego and the super-
ego in that it forms part of an individual’s mental apparatus. The id is part of the ego and the 
super-ego. The id is erratic. Impulses lodged within the id are not linked to judgement, value 
and morality. Dynamic energy saturates the id impulses. Urgent instinctual energies of the id 
demand that diverse needs for pleasure are instantly fed. Contrary impulses irritate one 
another in a hostile id milieu. Perverse, opposite impulses are not cancelled but coexist. The 
id harnesses ruthless ambition to pursue satisfaction of the pleasure driven physical 
instincts. The id projects hypothetical situations in order to appease the irritation of 
unsatisfied urges linked to drives, pleasure and social demands. 

(c) The super-ego 

In Freud’s theory of socialisation the super-ego is the catalyst in the process of 
representation and is the instigator of mental and physical representations. Socialisation is 
the milieu in which the super-ego functions, assembling mental and physical 
representations. The super-ego is a power entity that observes and threatens to punish. It 
informs on the individual delivering to the ego severe unrelenting judgements. The super-
ego strives for unflawed correctness. Friction between the ego and the super-ego 
establishes for the individual a belief about the qualities and performances of guilt, building 
judgement about an individual’s actions. 

The super-ego’s morality code, punishment procedures, views about what the individual 
should do in the world and what the world should be are built by the super-ego’s absorption 
of the sustenance that the ego gathers from the external physical world in order to feed 
mental demands and bodily drives. Values and beliefs of the super-ego are inherited from 
the super-egos of an individual’s prominent carers. 

(d) Socialisation (the process of making mental and physical representations) 

Socialisation is the process of making mental and physical representations. Freud’s theory 
of socialisation presents mind as that which is mental, and body as that which is physical. 
That which is mental is manifested as mental representations and that which is physical is 
manifested as physical representations. Mental representations and physical 
representations are in a dependent, reciprocal relationship. In this relationship physical 
representations acquire particular qualities from mental representations. Similarly mental 
representations acquire particular qualities from physical representations. 

The reciprocal interchange that occurs between mind and body in Freud’s theory of 
socialisation occurs in the following way. According to Freud, the ego transports the internal 
mental functioning of the id and the super-ego to the external physical world. In this paper 
the changes that occur in the external physical world as a result of internal mental 
functioning being transferred to, and impacting on, the external physical world, are referred 
to as external mental functioning. External mental functioning is apparent in the terrain of the 
physical world and in the practices of a society. 



The transference of the demands of internal mental functioning onto the external physical 
world brings about changes in the external physical world. The changes that have occurred 
in the external physical world due to the application of internal mental functioning then cause 
modifications in internal mental functioning. Freud’s theory of socialisation explains how the 
nature of internal mental functioning alters, as a result of initial mental demands being met 
by particular features of the physical world. Freud’s explanation gives prominence to the 
super-ego. Freud’s views advocate that in the external physical world the ego uses 
perceptions to search for stimuluses that are pleasurable. The kinds of stimuluses that are 
sought are determined by ego-produced representations. The nature of the ego’s 
understandings of the external physical world constrains the types of stimuluses that are 
gathered. The ego’s understandings of the external physical world and what this has to offer 
are partly shaped by the demands and beliefs of the super-ego. The stimuluses that are 
found in the external physical world by the ego-guided perceptions are either associated with 
actual material parts of the external physical world or they are stimuluses that have been 
triggered by non-physical aspects of the external physical world. These stimuluses are 
registered and stored as mental entities. The stimuluses become mental entities by being 
recorded in the memory traces of the perceptions. The gathered stimuluses feed the 
cravings of all drives, especially the libido which is located in the id. The stimuluses that 
have been found in the external physical world and that have been changed into mental form 
are then transferred back to the mental entity of the id. However, before reaching the id, the 
external physical world stimuluses are vetted by the super-ego. The super-ego thus 
determines the types of stimuluses in the external physical world that are originally sought 
by the ego-guided perceptions. In addition, the super-ego censors all stimuluses that have 
been collected from the external physical world by the ego-guided perceptions. Therefore 
the super-ego also determines the types of stimuluses that will eventually be made available 
to the demands of internal mental functioning. 

(e) Mind In Socialisation (mental representations) 

Mind in socialisation refers to Freud’s views that explain what mental representations are, 
how they are made and how they infiltrate physical representations. These views thus 
consider how internal mental functioning occurs and how internal mental functioning makes 
changes happen in the external physical world. Freud’s theory of socialisation is about mind 
as it explains the qualities of different types of mental capacities. It is also about how mind, 
in its co-dependent bond with body, develops the ability to make interpretations cultivated by 
super-ego codes. 

Mind in Freud’s theory of socialisation can be viewed from three perspectives. Each 
perspective offers a description of how mind can be understood and offers an explanation of 
how mental representations can be understood. One of the three perspectives presents 
views on how and why the mind generates the capacities for the individual to be mentally 
and/or physically active or passive in particular situations. This perspective analyses the 
dynamics of instincts and desires. Another perspective presents views on how and why the 
mind generates the capacities for the individual to create or experience pleasure or lack of 
pleasure. This perspective analyses the economics of pleasure and social demands. In this 
paper the third perspective to be considered that describes the functioning of the mind, 
presents views on how the ego interacts with the external physical world. This perspective 
analyses entities of the mind and the particular mental energies that can be attributed to 
each entity. In this perspective Freud claims that mind has three parts. Freud describes 
these parts and identifies them as the ego, the id, and the super-ego. Freud presents the 
views that the entities are three realms of an individual’s mental apparatus that impact upon 
one another (Wright, 1984, pp. 9-11). 



Mind in Freud’s theory of socialisation is thus an explanation of why people think what they 
think. Freud’s views on mind explain the nature of mental representations and how and why 
they occur. According to Freud, the super-ego is the key instigator of mental 
representations. Freud’s views explain the super-ego as initiating pervasive pro-active 
skirmishes with the moral lapses of both the id and the ego. These skirmishes weaken the id 
peculiarities and the ego self-preservation drives leaving mental activity that strives to deliver 
rightness. Mind in Freud’s theory of socialisation is thus about why and how people 
construct a transient correctness that forms the basis on which mental and physical 
representations are made. 

(f) Body In Socialisation (physical representations) 

Body in socialisation refers to Freud’s views that explain what physical representations are, 
how they are made and how they are infiltrated with mental activity and mental 
representations. In Freud’s theory of socialisation physical representations are aspects of 
the external physical world and include the human body. As physical representations are 
shaped with mental activity or are understood with the use of mental capacities, they are 
imbued with qualities produced by the super-ego’s functioning and by the super-ego’s 
exchanges with the id and the ego. 

In Freud’s theory of socialisation body or physical representations as the external physical 
world are modelled to maximise comfort and to maximise the likelihood of desired behaviour 
and desired action being realised. Freud thus advocates that the external physical world is 
assembled or is understood in such a way as to increase, to the greatest possible degree, 
the likelihood of the realisation of the beliefs that have been made by the super-egos of 
individuals in a particular society. 

  

Artistic cognition 

(a) Artistic cognition 

Artistic cognition involves making understandings and invoking practice connected to these 
understandings in relation to the visual arts. It contains the processes of representation that 
generate mental and physical representations. Freud’s views about mentality are applicable 
to artistic cognition as these views consider representation. In addition Freud’s views tie 
representation to socialisation and the workings of the super-ego. Consequently artistic 
cognition and its creations are fastened to the context of socialisation and the workings of 
the super-ego. 

(b) Representation and metarepresentation 

Representations and metarepresentations are understandings filled with beliefs and values. 
As they contain beliefs and values they are also infused with interpretations (Brown & 
Freeman, 1993). Representations and metarepresentations are also meanings. Meanings 
are instances and conditions of truth (Schier, 1986, p. 20). Beliefs, values, meanings and 
truths that resonate through representation and metarepresentation are generated by the 
super-ego. The process of representation and the process of metarepresentation are 
processes of making understandings. Representations and metarepresentations are made 
in a social context. As such, they and the processes that make them are pervaded with the 
beliefs, values and interpretations of the society in which they are produced. 

 



(c) Qualities of representation 

Representation as a process depicts an idea, entity or aspect of the world as being a certain 
way. It involves a mental operation in which particular qualities of an idea or entity or aspect 
of the world are used to produce another mental entity. A representation is the medium that 
links the original idea, entity or aspect of the world with the new. A representation as a 
medium is something that stands for something else. A representation as a medium has 
multiple meanings. The process of representation involves a medium that is positioned in a 
representing relation to the medium’s content. A representation as a medium shows 
something as being a certain way. Entities such as artworks, written text and mental states 
are representational mediums. In their representational capacity they elicit something else 
(Perner, 1991, pp. 15-19, p. 33, p. 40). 

(d) Qualities of Metarepresentation 

The process of metarepresentation is the configuration or the showing of a representational 
relationship. In the process of metarepresentation understanding exists about the nature of 
the referent, the nature of the representation, the nature of the relationship that exists 
between referent and representation, the interpretive understanding of the referent that has 
occurred and the qualities that have been incorporated into the representation that show this 
interpretation. A metarepresentation is a representation of a representation (Perner, 1991, p. 
18, p. 35). 

(e) Desire 

Desire is a mental representation made by the process of representation. As a 
representation, desire has been assembled with the guidance of socialisation and is tied to 
and directed by the super-ego. Desires are representations as the inner experience or 
internal mental concepts of the desire explain how external observable events should be. 
Desires are in a representing relationship with the current external physical world and a 
hypothetical world that is a mental projection of a new state of affairs (Perner, 1991, pp. 106-
109, p. 180). 

Desire is fixed in artistic cognition, as it is the super-ego’s by-product. Desire packages in 
socially approved ways the urges of drives. Consequently desire is the social representation 
of drives. Desire thus has a strong connection with mentality, the physical demands of the 
body that are expressed through drives and socialisation that is the interchange between the 
mental and the physical. Desire is fixed in artistic cognition as it fuses the mental and the 
physical evidencing the mind and the body co-dependence. 

It is imperative that the social representation of desire is considered in order to understand 
children’s development in artistic cognition. Representation, the super-ego, socialisation, 
desire, drives and passion must also be considered when assembling an explanation of 
children’s development in art. Desire as a mental representation, is the visible interface of 
the super-ego in the physical world. Ways of thinking and actions generated by desire 
evidence the presence of the super-ego and show qualities of super-ego functioning. 

(f) Drives 

For Freud, drives are instincts. Drives in Freud’s theory of socialisation are the result of the 
interchange between mental representations and physical representations. Socialisation 
packages drives as desires. Drives that have been subjected to the socialisation process are 
represented as socially sanctioned desires. They are pervaded with socially tolerated 
passion. 



Drives are constant indefinite irrepressible cravings that arise from within body organs. 
Drives attempt to maintain sameness by reacting and adapting to change. They are masked 
bodily needs that are inescapable. Their identity becomes known in their efforts to achieve 
their immediate aim and at the instance of realising this aim. Drives can be grouped into ego 
drives concerned with hunger, respiration, preservation, affirmation, grandeur of the 
individual, and that which is sexual. Sexual drives are resilient and are concerned with love 
and preservation of the species. Their chameleon-like nature adapts quickly to change 
assembling instances of alternatives. The aspirations of sexual drives detonate conflict with 
drives that quest sameness. 

(g) Passion 

Passion is the aim of drives or the urges of drives. Passion is the irrepressible motivation of 
drives to reach some form of sought after satisfaction. Passion is present in drives and 
desires. As desire is a social representation, so too is passion. The qualities of passion 
address the requirements of the super-ego, as do all social representations. 

  

Artworks 

Artworks are the by-products of socialisation evidencing the mind and the body interchange. 
They show the workings of the super-ego, drives, desire and passion. Artworks are socially 
concocted. They are the receptacles for the projection of passion. Artworks are made by 
artistic cognition that is directed by the super-ego. Consequently artworks are infused with 
qualities of the super-ego and their physical traits evidence the influence of the super-ego’s 
agitation. 

Artworks are the physical manifestation of the super-ego. Artworks evidence traits produced 
by drives and desire as the social representation of drives. Artworks evidence traits that are 
also present in other by-products produced by socialisation. Such by-products are religion, 
magic, pleasure, and beauty. In Freud’s views socialisation’s by-products are 
representations made with beliefs that are established and practised to assist the individual 
to convert world difficulties to world opportunities. Socialisation’s by-products comprise 
deflection, substitution and mechanisms that dull sensitivity. 

Artworks and other forms of socialisation’s by-products are built to satisfy drives’ appetites. 
They are assembled in mental and physical form to gratify passion. They are a social 
response to drives and desires and function as deflection or absorption sites for passion. 
Their qualities offer reassurances that within a particular society the full range of human 
needs are allocated some form of acknowledgement. 

Artworks and other forms of socialisation’s by-products are also shaped by the rules of 
culture and civilization that lay out ways in which the individual is allowed to interface and 
encounter the external physical world. The super-ego’s well-established permeation of 
culture and civilization ensures such rules contain rebukes that order exacting improvements 
from the individual. Artworks and other forms of socialisation’s by-products are imprinted 
with evidence that reveals the individual’s attempts to conform to or rebel against the 
rebukes contained in the super-ego generated rules. In addition artworks and other forms of 
socialisation’s by-products reveal evidence of the individual’s reaction to the super-ego 
orchestrated practices of renunciation, consensus, choice, lack of choice, conflict, and the 
pursuit and attainment of qualities believed to be enviable in humanity. 

 



Children’s development in art 

(a) The development of the super-ego 

Inherited egos and super-egos 

According to Freud, childhood is an extended period of subservience and powerlessness for 
the individual. These conditions facilitate the individual’s absorption of beliefs about a 
society’s morality. In addition, these conditions enable the individual to assimilate the values 
of the egos of the individual’s parent figures. The ego values of the individual’s parent 
figures are absorbed by the individual’s super-ego and then later, they are absorbed by the 
individual’s id. Childhood is also a time in which the individual takes in the values of the 
parent figures’ super-egos. These values are incorporated into the individual’s own super-
ego. Thus both the egos and the super-egos of one generation preserve and transmit a 
batch of beliefs to the egos and super-egos of the next generation. 

The understandings of the parent figures’ super-egos that the individual absorbs, usually 
recommend that the values of the individual’s ego are imperfect and are therefore not 
acceptable and should be rejected. Identification of the ego values as inferior and the 
subsequent rejection of these values, lodges in the individual humility and a willingness to 
conform to the demands of the super-ego. The individual’s acceptance of the ideals that the 
super-ego intends to establish is evident in the qualities of the individual’s beliefs and in the 
qualities of their actions. 

The development of the super-ego is further enhanced by the ego’s practice of searching the 
external physical world for stimuluses that will satisfy bodily urges and mental demands. The 
ego’s understanding of significant external world experiences is transported by the ego from 
the external physical world, into the understandings of an individual’s super-ego. In addition 
the ego transports into an individual’s super-ego its own understanding of right and wrong 
connected to the external physical world actions of the individual’s prominent carers. 

The Oedipus complex and the development of the super-ego 

For Freud the resolution of the Oedipus complex conflict signals a major development in the 
growth of the super-ego. According to Freud, the individual’s emerging personal opinions 
about right and wrong show the early development of the super-ego. These personal 
opinions gradually strengthen into the individual’s moral code, which is comprised of deeply 
held convictions. The individual’s super-ego grows as their own ego and super-ego is 
exposed to and simultaneously absorbs, the values and understandings contained in the 
egos and super-egos of prominent carers. Exposure of the individual to the egos and super-
egos of prominent carers also promotes the individual’s absorption of the egos and super-
egos of prominent carers’ relatives of previous generations. 

Absorption of the values of the egos and super-egos of the emotionally significant parent 
figure bonds the individual to this parent figure. The sharing of similar moral values forms a 
tie between the individual and the emotionally significant parent figure, as both the individual 
and the parent figure are deeply committed to the common moral values that they have 
adopted. This tie preserves and promotes the individual’s intimacy with their significant 
parent figure. Once the individual is aware of this tie and is aware of the fierce unconditional 
intimacy that it provides, the individual is able to let go of their aim of establishing a 
permanent connection with their most significant parent figure through the setting up of a 
sexual relationship that is aimed at providing sexual satisfaction for both the individual and 
the parent figure. Ongoing access to and intimacy with the significant parent figure 
compensates the individual for the realisation that their significant parent figure is 



unobtainable as a sexual partner and subsequently has to be renounced as a possible 
source of sexual gratification. 

This renouncement occurs in the final phases of the Oedipus complex. The renouncement 
indicates that reconciliation has occurred between the demands of the ego and the demands 
of the super-ego. This is because the individual’s renouncement of the significant parent as 
a possible sexual partner means that the individual has accepted the understandings of the 
moral super-ego, in preference to accepting the understandings of the id or the 
understandings of the ego. During the final phases of the Oedipus complex, mental energies 
of the id produce understandings that endorse a sexual liaison between the individual and 
their significant parent figure as a means of the individual gaining access to intense mental 
and physical pleasure. At the same time mental energies of the ego produce understandings 
that endorse a sexual liaison between the individual and their significant parent figure as a 
means of providing the individual with nourishing stimulus that has been gathered from the 
external physical world. These ego produced understandings advocate that this stimulus is 
capable of deeply satisfying the individual’s mental and physical demands. The resolution of 
the Oedipus complex signals the victory of the super-ego produced understandings and 
beliefs over the ego-produced understandings and beliefs. 

The nature of mental representations produced during the resolution of the Oedipus complex 

For Freud, the process of resolving the Oedipus complex conflict offers the individual 
opportunities to make mental representations that contain qualities that differ from the 
qualities of mental representations that were made before the occurrence of the Oedipus 
complex. As part of the negotiation process between the ego, id and super-ego during the 
resolution stage of the Oedipus complex, the super-ego presents id interests to the ego 
while also attempting to curtail id interests that it considers to be too outrageous. As a result 
the nature of representations made by the super-ego during the resolution stage of the 
Oedipus complex are volatile and fluid. At this time, while the super-ego presents to the 
individual understandings that have id acknowledgement and sometimes id approval, the 
ego presents to the individual understandings that have mainly been derived from the ego’s 
investigations of the external physical world through the use of the perceptions. During the 
resolution stage of the Oedipus complex the nature of ego-produced representations and the 
nature of super-ego produced representations are thus very different. Super-ego produced 
representations are derived from mental activity and are developed in an internal mental 
milieu in which all stimuluses have been subjected to some form of filtering. The filtering has 
instilled in all mental stimuluses some resonance of the values that are endorsed by the 
super-ego. However ego produced representations have mainly been assembled with 
substantial reference to aspects of the external physical world, as well as containing some 
form of super-ego influence. At the time of the resolution of the Oedipus complex conflict, 
the different nature of the interpretations that are contained in ego produced representations 
and super-ego produced representations make ongoing inevitable confusion and conflict 
within the individual’s mental life. The tension that is consequently established at this time 
continues after the resolution of the Oedipus complex conflict. Ongoing tension and lack of 
mental resolution within the individual’s mental functioning shows the ever-present conflict 
that is made as ego produced representations encounter super-ego produced 
representations. 

The nature of mental representations produced after the resolution of the Oedipus complex 

Freud’s views claim that the resolution of the Oedipus complex conflict issues forth a change 
in the way children build representations. Reconciliation of the individual with a new set of 
values promotes the introduction of different qualities into the representations that are 
assembled. The resolution of the Oedipus complex conflict opens up for the individual the 



capacity to represent desires in ways that are sanctioned by society. This is because the 
resolution of the Oedipus complex conflict has clearly established within an individual’s 
mental life, the dominance of super-ego produced representations. 

Thus the nature of representations within an individual’s mental life changes with the settling 
of the Oedipus complex conflict. Representations conform to the expectations of 
socialisation’s demands. The ability to construct representations that embrace the mores of 
socialisation indicates an awareness of the unseen, hidden rules that socialisation lays out 
to be obeyed. The ability to understand the nature and significance of the hidden liberates 
and empowers the individual to understand the complexities of the concealed in all areas of 
life. 

At this time in the visual arts children experience redemption from naïve understandings 
about the nature and qualities of artworks. Meanings in artworks that were once masked 
become apparent. Accompanying a newly built understanding of the significance of the 
physical qualities of artworks is a newly built understanding of the significance of the 
particular procedures of artmaking, art criticism and art history. 

(b) The development of artistic cognition in relation to the development of the super-
ego 

Artistic cognition is filled with super-ego functioning and traits. Consequently children’s 
development in artistic cognition can be explained in terms of the development of the super-
ego. The growth of the super-ego enables children’s processes of representation that obey 
the particular requirements of socialisation to become increasingly sophisticated. 
Development of the super-ego is evidenced by the development of an understanding of 
desire and an ability to enact desire in a socially endorsed manner in order to achieve goals. 
As desire is the social representation of drives, the socially acceptable enactment of desire 
is action that ensures that the aims of drives are met in a particular social context. As the 
super-ego develops children gain an understanding of the presence of social rituals and 
rules that are driven by the super-ego. 

Increasingly children gain an understanding of the significance of the super-ego generated 
rituals and rules. Children become aware of actions and mental and physical representations 
that mean that rituals and rules have been accepted or rejected by individuals and groups. 
Consequently children develop the ability to understand the buried subtleties and 
significances of different types of representations and representation processes connected 
to visual arts practice. At this time the complexities of mental and physical world 
representations that were previously inaccessible to children now become available to them. 

  

Conclusion 

Development of the super-ego is evidenced by the growth of an awareness of desire and the 
growth of an ability to instigate action that will achieve goals connected to desire. 
Development in desire is evidenced by a growing ability to represent drives in socially 
acceptable ways, so that goals can be attained. This development accompanies 
development in artistic cognition. The growth of the super-ego activates more potent 
representational capacities in children that can be applied to building understandings and 
that can be applied to children becoming intentionally active in socialisation. These 
understandings when transferred to the field of visual arts invoke intentional, subtle and 
complex understandings and representation repertoires in the visual arts practices. 
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